The notion of precision of a radix polynomial is for.malized, and the determination of the precision from the given baBe S, digit set 0, and real value a of the radix polynomial is investigated.
I.
Introduction and Summa !=y
Arithmetic with the real numbers represented in standard signed base 10 radix polynomials with digit values 0 to 9 is so ingrained in our thinking process that variation from this mode of real representat i on at first seemed "unn atural."
The advent of digital computers has brought a revision of this subject to the extent that arithmetic with general base a radix polynomials with digit set 0,1, ••• ,8-1 is now quite natural, at least for 8 = 2, 8 ana 16 as well as 10.
Utilization of radix complement and diminished raxix complement has brought some modification tothe digit sat utilized, although these encadings are usually related to their signed magnitude counterparts for understanding and theoretic interpretation.
In order to fully exploit all options available to the computer architect it is relevant to investigate the pro� perties of alternative digit sets for base B radix poly nomial representation.
Questions of uniqueness and redundancy, completeness for all or part of the base 8 digital numbers, and implicit sign determination are involved in the choice of digit set. A digital conversion algorithm is presented for � mining the radix polynomial of base S with digit values in the complete residue system 0 modulo a (where ,£0) for any value of the form iSj when such a polynomial exists. The algorithm will also determine if no such polynomial exists, and' a finiteness proof for the algorithm is provided. A final result of section II shows how the digital conversion algorithm may be used as ,.� theoretical tool to provide a simple teet of whether or not a digit set D is complete and unique for base a.
In section III the concept of precision i8 formalized as a property of radix polynomials.
This provides better understanding and avoids some of the obscurity associated with the loose definition, " precision is the number of -3-significant digits in the number . II Of course, the necessary dependence on the base of the representation is implied in the quoted definitive above, but the additional dependence on the digit set can indeed make this definition non unique and this pitfall is not fully appreciated.
The precision of a radix polynomial ia given as a t�iple listing the field width, scale factor, and exponent.
In Theorem 6 we show that the scale factor is uniquely determined by the value of the radix polynomial subject to the single constraint that the digit set contain no digit value congruent to 0 �o1 a other than zero. 
precision base 10 radix polynomial.
Restricting our attention to finite precision radix polynomials will limit the range of representable real numbers. 
-9-Let k be the minimum index
It is evident that many of the non-redundant diqit sets base 8 determined by the above corollary will not qenerate polynomial sets P(B,D) whose values span all of A s e
While it is of interest for computer architecture to allow neqative valued digits to provide an alternative to explioit carrying of a sign for positive bases, there is no apparent value to havinq digits larger than the base.
-10-Following these guidelines, our next result provides a quite general completeness theorem for representation of the base 6 digital numbers Aa-
For B > 2, let 0 be a complete residue system B such that Idl < S for all dED. Then i) P(S,O) is complete for the non-negative numbers of AS" lED,
ii) P(B,O) i8 complete for the non-positive numbers of
Proof: (i) For a � 2, -let D be a complete residue system modulo S such that Idl < 8 for all deD, and 1£0. It will be shown that p(a,D) is complete for the non-negative members of Aa.
The conditions on 0 imply OED, so the zero polynomial
where i > 0, and it may be assumed that j is chosen such that 8 does not divide i.
Let io = i, and there is a unique doED such that 10=do mod a since D is a complete residue system modulo , .. For n > 1 let and choose dn such that (10)
It is evident that each in is a n integer and each dn is uniquely deter.mined, since D is a complete residue system modu.lo �.
From (1)
so that for I in-1'1 � 2, I in I < I in-II. Thus the terms of the sequence iD1 ill 12/._. will decrease in absolute value until for some k, ILk I < 2. For the first such k if i 'k
0 ,
o for all n > k + ak ::
1.
If i'k = -1, then the �£D implies that dk is either a n i=n di mod a , a-n = 0 mod S, a contradiction.
Hence n = 0, and t
that do = 1 mod S, and d� = l-S. Let io -i, and determine d uniquely such that io 5 domod S.
For n�l let in and d n be uniquely determined by
By the same argument as in the proof of part (i), 
Ths ik+l, and i n -4n -0 for n>k+l. Letting n be the largest index such �hat 4n � 0, 
Thus there is no digit set which is basic for base 2, and the balanced digit set {-l,O,l} is the only digit set basic for base 3.
Several digit sets are basic for base 5.
These include the balanced set {-2,-l,O,l,2}, the complimentary sets {-3,-2,-l,O,l} and {-l,O,l,2,3}, and the "oddlt digit let
The number of such digit sets which are basic for base B are considered in the following corollary. 
8-1.
Since D* is basic for S, {-l,lleD· by corollary 2.1.
But then D* is precisely one of the 2B-3 digit sets described in the first part of this theorem, which completes the proof .
Given a basic digit set D for the base B and any a£AS' it is of interest to determine an algorithm for computing the unique radix polynomial in P(�,D) whose value is a. A procedure is suggested by equations (10) and (11) (also (12) and (13» and the proof of Theorem 2.
This procedure will be termed the digital conversion algorit�.
Digital Conversion Algorithm
Assume given a base B with tSI�2, and a digit set D which is a complete reaidue system modulo lsi with OED.
Assume given aeAS•
Step 1:
If a=O, 40+0, n+O, m+O, and go to step 7.
Step 2:
For a;£O, determine 11\ and i)ll such that a-i.Sm where B does not divide l.(thus iM and m are unique).
Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5:
Step 6:
Step 7:
n+m Deter.mine dnED (uniquely) such that in=dn mod (ai, and if in=dn go to step 7.
in+1 + (in-dn)/B� n+n+l.
If in-ij for some O�j<n, go to step 8, otherwise go to step 4. n k Stop.
Note that a = r dkS with <iceD for k=m m<k�n, and furthermore if a�O, then ��O and dn"O.
Step B:
Stop.
There is no polynomial in P(S,D) with value a.
The digit set D utilized in the digital conversion algorithm is assumed to be a complete residue system modulo a with OED.
Thus the di are uniquely determined in step 4, and n by theorem I, the polynomial r �Sk realized if and when k =m Note that the arithmetic utilized in the digital conversion algorithm is that oe the host system in which a£AS is originally represent�dl A different algorithm w0u1d be needed if the only �rithmetic available wer. that of the target system denoted b'y the dig! t set D and base B.
The following two examples uti li ze decimal as the host arithmetio. As sume qiven the base a with lal� 2, and a digit set D which is a complete residue system modulo lal with '£0. Let a kAa be the value of some polynomial Ra EPC" J».
The n the diqital conversion algorithm will terminate with th e determination of R � � �a k .
a t=-ra
Proof, As SUme
Jiven the base a with lal>2, and a digit set o wh ich is a complete re s idue system modulo B with '£0. Consider for example the following corollary .
Corollary 4.2:
As sume a given base a�2 and digit set D wh ere for some k; 0, the digit va lue kCS-l) eD. Then D is not basic baseS.
Proof :
Let k(S-i) eD fo r k � O� 8::2 . Assume D is ba sic base a.
Thus OeD , so k(a-l) , 0 mod a, and S doe s not divide k.
App lying the digital conversion algori thm to -k , one derives io = -k , and do w 
,..
From (19 ) and (20) , the condition i n = ij for some m� j<n ,., implies l inl � dV(IS I-1) .
Now it is evident that the digital convers ion algorithm applied to a, D and a = in must terminate in step 8, so that no polynomial of "p (a,D) has val ue i n ' proving the theorem .
The fo l lowing corollary is immediate.
Coro�la ry 5.1:
Let D be a complete residue system modulo lsI containing all in tegers i such that T.ben D is basic base a.
Note that for � complete re s idue system D modulo lal .
with max { l d l t d£D' � lal-l, coro llary 5 .1 yields the previously dete rmined condition that {-l,O,l} cD implies .
that D is bas i c �se a.
It is readily determined from corollary 5. 1 that the digit set {O, 1 ,7,3,-1 1 is basic base 5, and that {O,l,2,2l,13 ,23 ,-21 ,-2,-l} is bas ic base 9.
Corollary 5.1 is �hen a quite general sufficient (but not necessary ) condition for establishing that a digit set is basic .
In s umma ry , q�en a base a and digit set D, it is easy to check the non-redundancy property for D by verifying that D is a complete residue system modulo lal with OeD.
Application of t� digital conversion algorithm to the set of integers spe cified in theorem 5 then provides a simp le and efficient procedure to ver ify tha t D is basic base a.
Now that the conditions on aand D for unique and complete repre sentation by po lynomiah of P(B,D)have been established , we shift our attdntion to the numbers of terms in the po ly nomi als of p(a , D) so determined .
III .
Precision of Radix Polynomi als 
is the scale factor of R,
is the exponent of R.
The zero-polynomial has precision (0,0,0) • An infinite n precision radix polynomial t diSi ha \ precis ion (�,�, n+ l) .
i=-oo
In these cases also the three terms of the preci sion 3-tuple in sequence are te�ed the width peR) , scale factor q(R) , and exponent r(R) of the radix polynomi al it.
Consider the precis ion of a non-z ero finite precis ion radix po lynomial such as w« 730S.46) .) = (6,2,4) .
The width p« 730S.46) . ) = 6 may be interpreted a#. the number of signi ficant digits .
Furthermore wh en both the scale factor and exponent are non-negative as in this example , the scale factor (exponent) may be interpreted as the number of siqnificant digits to the right (left) of the dec imal point .
The se ob servat ions are important for giving an intuitive understanding to the not ion of precision of a radix polynomial , but they should not be th ought of as equivalent de finitions . Note for example the less obvious interpretation that could be afforded to n(273 00 .) = (3,-2,S) , and �(.0 0003S) = (2,6,-4) .
-26-
The terminology for pre cision uti lized herein is cons istent with that generally encountered in the compute r literature .
In particular the scale factor is associated wi th the powe r of the base s ca l ing the va lue repre sented to a minimal integer value , and th e e�ponent i s associated with the power of the base scaling the value represented to a fraction having a leading non-zero digit at the right of the rad ix point .
For R a finite precision radix polynomi al , rCR) = p(R) -q (R>'
Thus precision could be aptly described by the tupl·e (p,q) _ Hence there is a de fin i te advantage to the 3-tuple de finition (p,q,r) in the i n f inite precision case .
An important aspect of our treatment of pre ci s ion is the fact that precision is a property o f a radix polynomial . A rea l number by itself has no associated precision . Given a base B and a digit set D basic for S, a number a£A B has a un ique polynomial R a £ P(B,D) with va lue a.
The precision v (Ra) could then be associated wi th the real number a. The need for dependence of the precision associated with a re al number on both a base and a digit s e t should be appreciated .
Much confusion can and bas arisen over casual re ferences to the "precision of a number". Our appro�ch here is an attempt to add the nece s s ary rigor to alleviate the confus ion over such ambiguous que s ti ons a s "What is the precision of 2/3 in base 3111
Note that 2/3 = (l.I) 3 and 21.� = (.2) 3' and 11"«1.1 ) ,) = (2,1,1) , 11"«.2) 3) = (1,1,0) .
A comment on the absence of any association between precision and accuracy in our de fi nit i op appears in order .
Certainly the approxima tion of a given re al number by the q(R )=-j.
Proof:
As sume a, D, a and R are chosen as in the hypothesis of the theorem . Then Let a = iBj£Aa where Bn-l < i < a n .
If R £ p(a,D) with R= a, then n + j � r(R) � n + j + 1.
From theorem 1 we have lalr(R) -2 < lal < (1131-1) lalrCR) -l and taking logarithms to base S,
s o that with rx l denoting th e least integer greater than X, r(R) -l � [10ga 1a11 � r(R) .
Now
Hence n + 1 < r(R) < n + j + 1.
--
The next corollery is an immediate consequence of corollary 1.1 and theorem 7.
�orollary 7. 2: Let R be a non -zero finite precision base a radix polynomi al for lsi � 3 wh ere all digits of R have magni tude � lal-2. Let R = aEAS ' where a=i Sj wi th Sn-l < i < an, thus R de termines a unique j and n.
Then either 'IT(R) = (n, -j , n+ j) or 'IT (R) = (n+l,-j , n+j+l) .
Hardware and software imp lementations of the arithmetic package generally place bounds on the size of numbers allowed .
Explicitly the bounds are given as constraints on the components of precision of the radix polynomi als allowed .
Implicitly the se bounds then constrain the range of numeric values that are represented .
For comparing preci si�ns of radix polynomials , the . characteri zation of precision as a three tuple (p ,q,r)
rather than the tuple (p,g) has a distinct advantage . Thus i f 'lTeRI ) = (P l ' Ql ,r1) :: (P2 ,Q2 ,r2) =:. 'IT« Rt ) for two base B radix po lynomials Rl and R2 , then the polynomi al Rl clearly "fits in" to a storage format wh enever R2 does . Note th at the de cimal radix polynomial 1. would not I. fi t in II to the minimum fixed point allocation needed to store the decimal radix po lynomial .1S5 even though p(l.) < p(.lSS) , and q(l. ) < q(.15S) .
Thus the further comparison r(R1 ) � r(R2 ) is essential beyond the condi tion (P l ,ql ) � (P2 ,q2) .
For a given base a, finite digit set 0 with 0 E D, and bounds p>l,q, and r on the precision components (p need not equa l q + r) , the fo llowing set of bounded precis ion radix po lynomi als may be de fined :
For an alyzing control of numeric error in compu terized A contiguous digit set Dk ,! is def ined for k � 0, ! > 0 as follows :
The following lemm a shows that contiguous digit sets having at least S digit value s yield base B radix polynomial systems having no gaps in the integer va lues repre sentable . {jlk(l:il)�j<t (l:il)}.
Consider induction on p. and the values are given by (30) .
For n � 2, assume the hypothesis of the lemma for all p � n -1. Clearly all polynomi als of P(B,D k 1, (n, 0 ,n»
integer values greater than or 'equal to E kS1 -kean-I )/(S-I) i=O n-l and less th an or equal to l 18i = l(en-l) / CS-l) . 
(S-I)
By the induction as sumption the re exists R£P Ce,Dk,t, (n-l ,O,n-l)
with R = (j-d) /S , 80 R ':BR+d£P (S ,Dk,t, (n ,O,n» and R' = j.
A simi lar argument holds for k(Sn-l)/ (S-l) � j < k, and for k � j � 1, j = jSOep(S ,Dk,t$n,O ,n» . sets .
-36-Proof :
The digit set Ok ,! • {k ,k+l , ••• ,k+B-l=l } for B > 2 has k < 0 < ! by de finition , so 0k ,1 is non redundant and semi-comp lete baae B.
In fact if k < 0 < 1, then Dk ,! i s basic base S.
Let 0 < a • i S jEA S with S not dividing i, and assume R £ P (B ,0) wi th R = a.
From theorem 6, it is known that q(R) = -j ,-so we need only establish th e value for r(R) .
Let weR) -(p ',-j ,p'+j) . Now we mus t have REP (S,Dk,!, (p ' ,-j ,p'+j» , and also RtP C S ,D k , l ,( P'-l,-j ,p'-l+j » .
Thus from theorem 9 we have and since 1 S S -1 < and Hence and r (R) a p'+ j
The proof is atmilar for 0 > aEAS ' completing the theorem .
